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Dear General Members’ Assembly,  1 
 
In front of you is the first report of the Financial Audit committee of the financial year 2020-2021 up 2 
until the 19th of January 2020. In total, the Financial Audit committee checked the financial state of 3 
affairs on the 13th of November and 27th of January. The report has been built up as follows: 4 
 
1. Main cash box 5 
2. Board checking account 6 
3. Contribution 7 
4. Inventory 8 
5. Open budget items 9 
6. Conclusion 10 
 
Questions about this report are welcome at the GMA on the 8th of February 2021. To gain a complete 11 
picture of the association’s financial state, we recommend to additionally consult the executive 12 
board’s financial biannual report. 13 
 
Kind regards, 14 
 
Ellen van Duinhoven & Chinouq Claessens 15 
Financial Audit committee 2020-2021 16 
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1. Main cash box 17 
In the main cash box of SPiN is the cash money of the association. When checking the main cash box 18 
it is checked whether the cashbook is in order, whether the amount that is in the main cash box is the 19 
same as the amount that’s supposed to be in there and whether the forms for the small cash boxes 20 
are in order.  21 
 
Comparing cashbook to accounting program 22 
The deposit of the main cash box was missing in the cashbook. The treasurer has been advised to add 23 
this to the cashbook. 24 
 
Counting the main cash box 25 
The financial audit committee was unable to count the main cashbox, because of the move to the 26 
Maria Montessori building and the COVID-19 measures. However, the financial audit committee is 27 
happy to see that most of the money in the cash box was deposited before the move, to prevent 28 
anything bad happening. 29 
 
Forms small cash boxes 30 
No forms were missing.  31 
 
Missing receipts (of cash payments) 32 
There are no missing receipts of cash payments. 33 
  
 
2. Board checking account  34 
Next to the main cash box SPiN has three bills at the Rabobank. All incomes and expenses of this 35 
account are being adopted into the accountancy program. It has been checked whether the amounts 36 
in the accountancy program are the same as the amounts on the bill and whether there are receipts 37 
from each expense.  38 
 
Counting accountancy program and bill (19-01-2021): 39 

Executive board’s account: €14.123,14. This is in agreement with Conscribo.  40 
Deposit account: €11.230,89. This is in agreement with Conscribo. 41 
Bank guarantee: €4.001,67. This is in agreement with Conscribo.  42 

  
Comparing accountancy program and account: 43 

Missing receipts 44 
There is a missing receipt of the deposit of the main cash box. The treasurer has told the 45 
financial audit committee that the board still has the receipts and will add this to the 46 
bookkeeping. 47 

  
Missing pin receipts: 48 

 There are no missing pin receipts.  49 
 

Missing bills: 50 
There is a missing bill for Goudsche Schadeverzekeringen. 51 
There is a missing bill for Microsoft for the expansion of the OneDrive. The financial audit 52 
committee expects this will be received sometime soon. 53 
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Remarks concerning boards and active members immunity 54 
Because of COVID-19 measures, instead of signing committee immunity forms, the 55 
committee members gave a virtual agreement via WhatsApp, of which screenshots were 56 
attached to the immunity forms.   57 

 
Remarks/questions for expense forms, declarations and bank statements 58 
The contracts of the Batavierenrace of the previous year are still not added to the 59 
bookkeeping. The financial audit committee advises to do this as soon as possible but 60 
understands the limitations that the COVID-19 measurements bring. 61 

 
Contribution 62 
The treasurer has not yet started to prepare the contribution. The Financial Audit committee advises 63 
to start as soon as possible with the preparation for the contribution collection. 64 
 
Inventory 65 
With the inventory is meant the value of certain things that SPiN owns, such as sweaters- vests stock. 66 
For a large purchase, such as a camera or computer, it can be decided to spread the costs for the 67 
purchase over several years.  68 
 
Because of the move, the financial audit committee was unable to check the inventory.  69 
 
5. Open budget items 70 
Open budget items are amounts that have not yet been paid or received. Such as open bills, 71 
sponsoring or declarations.  72 
 
It came to the attention of the Financial Audit Committee by the treasurer and the External Affairs 73 
Officer that there is some sponsoring of last year (2019-2020) that have not yet been received. There 74 
is an amount of €187,50 missing from Café de Fuik and €75,00 missing from Tappers. Next to this, 75 
there is an amount of €375,00 missing from Bascafé, of which €187,50 is missing in ‘to be received 76 
2019-2020’. The Financial Audit Committee has faith in the XIIIth board to handle this situation with 77 
the sponsorships.  78 
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6. Conclusion 79 
The financial audit committee is happy to see that the treasurer is keeping track of the bookkeeping 80 
and doing so with few mistakes. For this, we would like to give our compliments.   81 
 
If you have any questions or remarks regarding this report, you will be more than welcome to ask 82 
them on the GMA of the 8th of February. 83 
 
Kind regards, 84 
The Financial Audit Committee, 85 
Ellen van Duinhoven & Chinouq Claessens 86 
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